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For immediate release: 

Diana Artus (DE), Hirohito Nomoto (JP), Pola Sieverding (DE), Eli Singalovski (IL) 

Curated by Tina Sauerländer (peer to space) 

At FEINBERG PROJECTS, 3 Hamif’al St., 66535, Tel Aviv, Israel 

Opening Reception: May 26, 2016 

May 26 - July 9, 2016 

We are surrounded by our city. Its architecture, that often survived many generations of humans, tells 

about ever-changing values of a society. The buildings reflect this process and echo history. Edifices 

decay, become demolished, knocked down or restored. The international artists from different cultural 

backgrounds participating in the exhibition have visited and captured residential buildings around the 

world. With their own visual language they explore relations between humans and their self-created 

surroundings, living conditions, esthetic approaches, personal fate.  

In the space of the exhibition, architectural sites mediated through each artist's personal view, reveal its 

presence. Distinctions, similarities or correlations of buildings from different parts of the world become 

sensible. The exhibition offers the viewer to experience his environments embedded in a global cross-

cultural context to reveal a new perspective on his own surroundings. 

  

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ARTISTS  

DIANA ARTUS (*1974, lives and works in Berlin, Germany) 

The German artist Diana Artus explores different aspects of cities around the globe. She uses 

photography as a basic tool for her sculptures, wall reliefs or cut-outs. The perception of cities and its 

narratives, the process of memory and the reinterpretation of urban phenomena and architectural bodies 

– in short: the relationship humans have with their self-created surroundings – are the focal points of her 

artistic interest. The works she created for the exhibition are all based on photographs the artist took in 

Seoul, South Korea, last year. 

HIROHITO NOMOTO (*1971, lives and works in Hiroshima, Japan) 

In his series Façade, Japanese artist Hirohito Nomoto deals with the disastrous impact of the tsunami that 

hit Japan in 2011. His photographs of the facades of destroyed buildings are accompanied by personal 

information about the place: “Akazaki, Ofunato-city, Iwate, Private residence. The ocean is behind the 

residence. Before the tsunami, a couple and their son lived here.“ The series tells about personal loss 

http://www.peertospace.eu/
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and grief. In contrast to manmade conflicts, natural disasters that destroy life of thousands out of the blue, 

cannot be predicted or prevented.  

POLA SIEVERDING (*1981, lives and works in Berlin, Germany) 

In her mixed media installations based on photography and video German artist Pola Sieverding explores 

the relationship between documentation and staging in visual language. She is interested in the creation 

of narratives and their depiction of human living conditions. Close To Concrete II shows façades of two 

large-scale housing estates in Berlin. The close ups reveal the esthetic surface of the concrete and how 

its usage defines the living space of inhabitants. At the same time Close To Concrete II communicates 

the change of perception of the large (brutalist) housing estates from a democratic utopia to an 

anachronistic, brute relic. 

ELI SINGALOVSKI (*1984, lives and works in Tel Aviv, Israel) 

The works by Israeli artist Eli Singalovski deal with (often residential) architecture mainly in Israel and 

Europe. He is interested in the phenomena of how residents intervene and alter the architecture of a 

building they live in. The artist avoids focusing on a specific population or country, but shows that this 

behavior is all too human and therefore widespread and common in the entire world. The long-exposure 

nocturnal photography, and the transition to black and white, allow to some extent the isolation of the 

buildings from their surroundings and a creates a sculpture-like appearance. 

  

INFORMATION ABOUT THE CURATOR  

 Tina Sauerländer is an art historian, curator and writer based in Berlin. With peer to space, she curates 

contemporary art exhibitions for several institutions and galleries, e.g. When the Cat’s Away, Abstraction 

(2016), Share Your Teeth (With The Ones You Love)  (2016), Dark Sides Of… (2015), Across the Lines 

(2014), Entering Space (2013), Non-Stop Infinity (2011) or Identity Reset? (2010). She exhibited works by 

many renowned contemporary artists, like Alexandra Baumgartner, Petra Cortright, Carla Gannis, Alicja 

Kwade, Lorna Mills, Brenna Murphy, Clement Page, Prajakta Potnis, Rafaël Rozendaal, Yehudit 

Sasportas, Timur Si-Qin, Cornelia Sollfrank or Vadim Zakharov. She is the author of various texts on 

contemporary art and artists for several magazines and catalogues e.g. on Taryn Simon, Alicja Kwade, 

Gregor Hildebrandt, Carsten Nicolai or Anselm Reyle for the German magazine Kritisches Lexikon der 

Gegenwartskunst. She contributes to the New York based blog ArteFuse about contemporary art 

exhibitions in Berlin. She is the founder of SALOON, a network for Berlin-based women working in art. 

For more information about SOMETIMES YOU SEE YOUR CITY DIFFERENTLY at Feinberg Projects, 

contact info@feinbergprojects.com 

 

Hours: Wed-Thurs: 12:00-18:00, Fri-Sat: 11:00-14:00, Or by appointment 
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